We call matrix algorithms superfast if they use much fewer flops and memory cells than the input matrix has entries. Using such algorithms is indispensable for Big Data Mining and Analysis, where the input matrices are so immense that one can only access a small fraction of all their entries. A natural remedy is Low Rank Approximation of these matrices, 1 but can we compute it superfast? By applying adversary argument one can prove that no superfast algorithm can output accurate LRA of the worst case inputs, but for more than a decade the Cross-Approximation 2 iterations have routinely been computing accurate LRA superfast. We briefly revisit a popular and highly efficient implementation of C-A iterations, show that it relies on recursive LUP factorization of a pre-processed input matrix, and specify and analyze its natural variations based on recursive QRP factorization. There are potential benefits of combining them with LUP iterations in a hybrid LRA algorithm.
Introduction

LRA problem and our progress
Low rank approximation (hereafter LRA) of a matrix is a fundamental subject of Numerical Linear Algebra and Computer Science (hereafter NLA and CS). An m × n matrix W admits 1 Hereafter we use the acronym LRA. 2 Hereafter we use the acronym CA.
its close approximation of rank r if and only if the matrix W has numerical rank r (then we write nrank(W ) = r) or equivalently if and only if W = AB + E, ||E||/||W || ≤ ǫ,
for a small integer r, A ∈ C m×r , B ∈ C r×n , a matrix norm || · ||, and a small tolerance ǫ. Such an LRA approximates the mn entries of W by using (m+n)r entries of A and B, where (m + n)r ≪ mn. 3 This is a crucial benefit in applications of LRA to Big Data Mining and Analysis, where the input matrices are so immense that one can only access a tiny fraction of all their entries. The representation with LRA is a natural remedy, but can we compute LRA superfast, that is, by using much fewer flops and memory cells than the input matrix has entries? Based on adversary argument one can prove that no superfast algorithm can output accurate LRA of the worst case inputs (see, e.g., [PLSZ17] ), but for more than a decade the Cross-Approximation (CA) iterations have routinely been computing worldwide accurate LRA -in its special form of CUR LRA -at sublinear cost. We briefly revisit a popular and highly efficient implementation of C-A iterations, show that it relies on recursive LUP factorization of a pre-processed input matrix, and specify and analyze its natural variations based on recursive QRP factorization. The earlier CUR LRA algorithms in [GE96] , based on rank-revealing LUP factorization, were more efficient than those in [P00] , based on rank-revealing LUP factorization; this tendency seems to be reversed in the case of C-A iterations, but there are potential benefits of combining QRP and LUP iterations in a hybrid LRA algorithm (see Remark 18).
Some related old and recent works
The reader can access extensive bibliography on LRA and CUR LRA via [HMT11] , [M11] , [W14] , [CBSW14] , [OZ18] , [KS16] , [BW17] , [SWZ17] , and the references therein.
The study of CUR (aka CGR and pseudo-skeleton) LRA can be traced back to the skeleton decomposition in [G59] and QRP factorization in [G65] and [BG65] , redefined and refined as rank-revealing factorization in [C87] .
The CUR LRA algorithms in [CH90] , [CH92] , [HP92] , [HLY92] , [CI94] , [GE96] , and [P00] largely rely on the maximization of the volumes of CUR generators. This fundamental idea goes back to [K85] and has been developed in [GZT95] , [T96] , [GTZ97] , [GTZ97a] , [GT01] , [GOSTZ10] , [GT11] , [M14] , [OZ16] , and [OZ18] . In particular our study was prompted by the significant progress of Osinsky and Zamarashkin in [OZ18] in improving the accuracy of numerical algorithms for CUR LRA based on volume maximization, although our research direction was quite different.
The study in [GZT95] , [T96] , [GTZ97] , and [GTZ97a] towards volume maximization revealed the crucial property that the computation of LRA requires no factorization of the input matrix but just proper selection of its row and column sets.
C-A iterations were a natural extension of this observation preceded by the Alternating Least Squares method of [CC70] and [H70] and leading to dramatic empirical decrease of quadratic memory space and and cubic arithmetic time used by LRA algorithms, respectively. The concept of C-A was implicit in [T96] and coined in [T00]; we credit [B00] , [BR03] , [GOSTZ10] , [OT10] , [B11] , [BKV15] , and [KV16] for devising efficient C-A algorithms.
We refer the reader to [P18] , [PLSZ16] and [PLSZ16] on our recent progress on Low rank approximation and related subjects.
Organization of our paper
We recall some standard definitions on matrix computations and define CUR LRA and C-A iterations in the next section; define matrix volume and recall the impact of its maximization on the accuracy of CUR LRA in Section 3; link popular C-A iterations to LUP factorization in Section 4, and extend them to using QRP factorization in Sections 5 and 6. We recall some basic definitions for matrix computations in Appendix A and prove some auxiliary properties of matrix volumes in Appendix B.
2 Background: CUR LRA and C-A iterations
CUR LRA
We seek CUR LRA, that is, matrices C, U , and R, where the factor C is made up of l columns of W , the factor R of its k rows, U ∈ C l×k is said to be the nucleus of CUR LRA, 4
W = CU R + E, and ||E||/||W || ≤ ǫ, for a small tolerance ǫ > 0.
CUR LRA turns into an LRA of (1), e.g., for A = LU , B = R, and k = l = r, but the algorithms of [PLSZ16] , [PLSZ17] compute CUR LRA superfast if an LRA of (1) is given. Define a canonical CUR LRA by the sets of row and column indices of W identifying the factors C and R as follows. Define W k,l -the k × l submatrix made up of all common entries of the factors C and R and call it CUR generator. Define its rank-r truncation W k,l,r by setting to 0 all its r largest singular values, except for the r largest ones, and define the nucleus U =: W + k,l,r , being the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse of the matrix W k,l,r (cf. [DMM08] , [OZ18] ; for sample alternative choices of nuclei see [MD09] , [BW17] , [SWZ17] ). Notice that W r,r = W r,r,r , and if a CUR generator W r,r is nonsingular, then U = W −1 r,r . Definition 1. For a triple of integers k, l, and r such that 1 ≤ r ≤ min{k, l}, the volume v 2 (M ) and the r-projective volume v 2,r (M ) of a k × l matrix M are defined as follows:
C-A iterations
By following [CI94] , [GZT95] , [GTZ97] , [GTZ97a] , [GE96] , [P00] , [GT01] , [GOSTZ10] , [GT11] , [M14] , and [OZ18] , we use the concepts of volume and projectuve volume in our study of CUR LRA; [B-I92] shows their distinct applications.
Definition 2. The volume of a k × l submatrix W I,J of a matrix W is h-maximal over all k × l submatrices if it is maximal up to a factor of h. The volume v 2 (W I,J ) is column-wise (resp. row-wise) h-maximal if it is h-maximal in the submatrix W I,: (resp. W :,J ). The volume of a submatrix W I,J is column-wise (resp. row-wise) locally h-maximal if it is hmaximal over all submatrices of W that differ from the submatrix W I,J by a single column (resp. single row). Call volume (h c , h r )-maximal if it is both column-wise h c -maximal and row-wise h r -maximal. Likewise define locally (h c , h r )-maximal volume. Call 1-maximal and (1, 1)-maximal volumes maximal. Extend all these definitions to r-projective volumes.
3.2 The impact of volume maximization on CUR LRA Theorem 3. [OZ18] . 6 Suppose that r := min{k, l}, W I,J is the k × l CUR generator,
where the maximum is over all k × l submatrices B of the matrix W . Then where the maximum is over all k × l submatrices B of the matrix W . Then
.
Remark 5. The bounds of Theorems 3 and 4 would increase by a factor of √ mn in the transition from Chebyshev to Frobenius norm (see (16)). It is, however, more adequate to use Chebyshev error norm while dealing with an immense matrix representing Big Data. Indeed in that case the computation of its Frobenius or spectral norm is unfeasible because only a tiny fraction of all its entries can be accessed.
C-A iterations based on LUP factorization
The C-A algorithm of [GOSTZ10] seeks a r × r submatrix of locally maximal volume in a r × n matrix by recursively computing LUP factorization. We first revisit and then a little modify this algorithm by using QRP factorization instead.
Definition 6. Let C g for g > 1 denote a r × g matrix and let C g,j denote its r × (g − 1) submatrix obtained by removing the jth column of
, then write C g−1 =: C g,j ′ and call the map C g → C g−1 a greedy local contraction or just a greedy contraction of the matrix C g . Definition 7. Let C g be a r × g submatrix of a r × n matrix W , append the jth column of the matrix W on its right, and let C g,j,+ denote the resulting r × (g + 1) matrix. If
, then write C g+1 =: C g,j ′ ,+ and call the map C g → C g+1 a greedy local expansion or just a greedy expansion of the matrix C g .
The algorithm of [GOSTZ10] recursively alternates horizontal and vertical iterations in a C-A process. In a horizontal (resp. vertical) iteration the algorithm computes a submatrix having locally maximal volume among the r × r submatrices of a fixed r × n (resp. m × r) submatrix of an m × n input matrix M . To achieve this the algorithm recursively performs a greedy expansion followed by a greedy contraction of an initial r × r submatrix, either output by the previous C-A iteration or, at the first C-A iteration, pre-computed or chosen at random. One performs C-A iterations until the volume of a current submatrix becomes locally maximal.
Thus every C-A iterations consists of a sequence recursive steps. Each of them involves just (n−r)r flops and strictly increases the volume of the submatrix. Therefore the algorithm can encounter no submatrix twice and performs no more iterations than the exhaustive search. For the worst case input we have no better upper bound, but empirically much fewer iterations are usually sufficient.
The paper [GOSTZ10] analyzes the algorithm by using the basic concept of a dominant r × r submatrix B of a r × n matrix A of full rank r. B is said to be dominant in matrix A = (a j ) j if it is nonsingular and if |c ij | ≤ 1 for every entry c ij of the matrix C = B −1 A. In order to simplify the analysis assume that C = I. (Recall that the volumes of all r × r submatrices are only multiplied by 1/ det(B) in the transition from A to C.)
Now notice that the volume of a dominant submatrix B is locally maximal in A; furthermore, by virtue of Hadamard's bounds (6), it is h-maximal in A for h ≤ max J j∈J ||a j || where maximization is over all subsets J of cardinality r in the set {1, 2, . . . , n}, and so max J j∈J ||a j || ≤ max n j=1 ||a j || r . This is at most r r/2 because |c ij | ≤ 1 since B is a dominant submatrix. The algorithm uses i(r) = O(r 3 ) flops for inverting an r × r matrix at the initialization step 1; it uses (n − r)r flops at step 2 (by exploiting a very special form of the matrixB). Therefore it uses (n − r)rα + i(r) flops in α invocations of step 2.
Next we specify the choice of the initial matrixB and express the algorithm via recursive LU factorization with column pivoting.
Algorithm 9. An iterative C-A algorithm by means of recursive LUP factorization.
Input and Output as in Algorithm 8.
Computations: 1. Compute LUP factorization of the matrix A, where L is a r × r lower triangular matrix, U = (U 0 | U 1 ) is a r × n upper triangular matrix, U 0 is a nonsingular r × r matrix, and P is an n × n permutation matrix.
2. Compute the matricesB = LU 0 and C =B −1 AP * = (I r | C ′ ) for C ′ ∈ C r×(n−r .
[det(C .,J ′ ) = det(B −1 ) det((AP * ) .,J ′ ) for any r-tuple of indices J ′ , and so the map AP * → A ′ keeps pairwise order of the volumes of r × r submatrices.]
3. If ||A ′ 1 || C ≤ 1, output the submatrix A .,J of the matrix A where the set J is made up of the r indices of nonzero columns of the permutation matrix P . [In this case I r is a dominant r × r submatrix of A ′ .] Otherwise write C → A and go to stage 1.
Computation of a contracted generator
Osinsky and Zamarashkin's techniques in [OZ18] support extension of the algorithm of [GOSTZ10] towards the maximization of the volume or r-projective volume of a k × l CUR generator for r < min{k, l}. Next we explore and extend some recipes of [OZ18] towards this goal by recursively applying QRP factorization, as a natural counterpart to the LUP-based approach of [GOSTZ10] . We begin with some results supporting greedy expansion/contraction.
Hereafter a matrix is said to be a matrix basis for its range, that is, for its column span.
The following theorems provide sufficient criterion for local maximality of the volume of a fixed submatrix. 
Proof. Recall that v 2 2 (B) = det(B * B) and notice that
]).
Substitute det(A * A) = v 2 2 (A) and I r − A(A * A) −1 A = U U * and deduce the theorem.
Corollary 11. A r × q submatrix A of a r × n matrix W := (A | V ) for q < r ≤ n has locally h-maximal volume for h equal to the maximal norm of the column of the matrix U * V where U is a unitary matrix basis for the null space of the matrix A.
whereĀ is a r × (q − 1) submatrix of A and b is a column of V . Write B = (A | b) as in Theorem 10 and deduce from this theorem that
Corollary 12. Remove the j ′ th column
, denote the resulting p × (p − 1) submatrix A = A j ′ , and denote b j ′ the j ′ th coordinate of the vector b j ′ . Then
Proof. Apply Theorem 10 and observe that in this case U is the j ′ th coordinate vector, (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) * , filled with zeros except for the j ′ th coordinate 1.
and v
In particular if the matrix B is unitary, then
and if the matrix A is unitary, then
7 We slightly simplify the proof of a similar result hidden in the proofs in [OZ18] .
Proof. Observe that
and so det(AA
Substitute det(BB * ) = v 2 2 (B), det(I p − (BB * ) −1 bb * ) = det(I 1 − b * (BB * ) −1 b), and I 1 = 1 and obtain equation (9). One can similarly prove equation (10).
Similarly to Corollary 11 deduce the following result (use equation (10) instead of Theorem 10).
Corollary 14. Given a r × q submatrix A of a r × n matrix (A | V ) for r ≤ q ≤ n, let b denote the maximal spectral norm of the columns of the matrix A + V . Then v 2 (A) is locally (1 + b 2 )-maximal.
[OZ18] extends (10) to a bound on the r-projective volume as follows: 
The theorem does not imply extension of Corollary 14, but one can maximize rprojective volume by applying Algorithm 24.
QRP-based greedy iterative search for locally maximal volume
Corollaries 11 and 14 motivate recursive application of greedy expansion and contraction based on Theorems 10 and 13. Suppose that we seek a r × l submatrix of a r × n matrix W , for max{r, l} ≤ n. We can fix its column having the largest norm, denote it C 1 , recursively apply greedy expansion based on Theorems 10 and 13, until we arrive at a r × l submatrix C l of W . Then we can check whether the sufficient criteria of Corollaries 11 and 14 for local maximization of the volume v 2 (C l ) are satisfied, and if not, apply a sequence of expansions/contractions to the matrix C l similarly to Algorithm 8. Next we describe two implementations of this outline.
Algorithm 16. Greedy expansions from a vector up to a square matrix.
Input: A r × n matrix W and an integer q such that q ≤ r ≤ n.
Output: An n × n permutation matrix P such that every leftmost r × g submatrices C g of W P is a greedy expansion of its r × (g − 1) leftmost predecessor C g−1 for g = 2, . . . , q.
Initialization: Write W 0 = V 0 := W , U 0 := I r , P 0 := I n and let C 0 denote the empty r × 0 matrix.
Computations: For g = 0, 1, . . . , q − 1, recursively proceed as follows:
, and a g × g upper triangular matrix R g having all its diagonal entries 1, fix a column vector b g whose subvector made up of its last r − g coordinates has maximal spectral norm among all such subvectors of the column vectors of the matrix V g . Form the matrix B g := (C g | b g ).
2. Move the vector b g from its position in the matrix W g into the (g + 1)st column of the new matrix,
. Define a Householder reflection matrix H ′ g such that every vector v shares its first g coordinates with the vector 4. Compute the matrix W g+1 := H g W ′ g and let C g+1 denote its r × (g + 1) leftmost submatrix, such that
is a r × (g + 1) upper triangular matrix with diagonal entries 1.
5. Compute and output the permutation matrix P := P 0 P 1 · · · P q−1 .
Correctness of the algorithm follows because the matrices U g = diag(O g,g , I r−g ) form unitary matrix bases for the null spaces of the matrices C g for g = 0, . . . , q − 1.
Computational cost. The algorithm computes the squares of the l 2 -norms of n−g vectors of dimensions r − g for g = 0, . . . , q − 1 by using q−1 g=0 (n − g)(2r − 2g − 1) < 2qrn flops. It multiplies (r − g) × (r − g) Householder reflection matrices by (r − g) × (n − g) matrices by using at most q−1 g=0 6(n − g)(r − g)) < 6qrn flops, hence less than 8qrn flops overall. Algorithm 17. Greedy expansions from a r × r submatrix to a r × q submatrix for q > r.
Input: An r ×n matrix W , with a r ×r leftmost submatrix C r , and an integer q, r < q ≤ n.
Output: An n × n permutation matrix P such that every r × (g + 1) leftmost submatrix C g+1 of the matrix W P for g = r, . . . , q − 1 has been computed by means of greedy expansion of its leftmost preceding r × g submatrix C g .
Initialization:
Write W = W r := (C r | V r ).
Computations: Recursively, for g = r, r + 1, . . . , q − 1, proceed as follows:
1. Pre-multiply the matrix W g by a r × r matrix R g that orthogonalizes the submatrix C g .
2.
Among the columns of the matrix R g V g , select a column vector b g+1 having the maximal spectral norm.
3. Move this vector into the (g + 1)st position in the matrix R g W g , thus turning R g W g into the matrix W g+1 := R g W g P g for a permutation matrix P g . If g = q−1, stop and output the permutation matrix P := q−1 g=r P g . Equation (12) implies that the gth loop of invocation of stages 1-3, for g = r, . . . , q − 1, appends to the matrix C g a column that maximally increases its volume; then correctness of the algorithm follows.
The computational cost of performing the algorithm amounts to the cost of q − r − 1 orthogonalizations after q − r − 1 movements of columns; this involves O(rn) flops after each movement (see [GL13, Section 6.5.2]), that is, O((q − r − 1)rn) flops overall. Now suppose that for a fixed h ≥ 1 we seek a submatrix having locally h-maximal volume among r × l submatrices of a r × n matrix W . Then, by applying Algorithms 16 and 17, we compute a greedy sequence of l submatrices C g , g = 1, . . . , l. Unless Corollary 11 or 14 implies that submatrix C l is locally h-optimal, we extend the greedy sequence by p additional applications of Algorithms 16 and 17, for a fixed number p. Then we contract the sequence back to the length l by reversing these algorithms. We can successively apply this recipe for p = 1; then for p = 2, and so on, until it finally works.
We can reverse Algorithm 16 by applying (8) and reverse Algorithm 17 by applying equations (12) or (10) instead of equation (9). In the latter case, equations (8), (11), and (12) imply that at each cycle of expansion and contraction the volume of the input matrix A cannot exceed that of the output matrix A.
Remark 18. The arithmetic cost of a QRP iterative step a little exceeds that of an LUP step of [GOSTZ10] but covers integers k and l exceeding r, for which the output error bound of Theorem 4 decreases. Thus one can first apply a single iteration of the algorithm of [GOSTZ10] and then use its r × r output at the stage of the initialization of a QRP step directed towards maximization of the projective volume of a k × k submatrix for a fixed integer k > r.
Appendix
A Some basic definitions for matrix computations
Let us recall some basic definitions for matrix computations (cf. [ABBB99] , [GL13] ).
C m×n is the class of m × n matrices with complex entries. I s denotes the s × s identity matrix. O q,s denotes the q × s matrix filled with zeros. diag(B 1 , . . . , B k ) = diag(B j ) k j=1 denotes a k × k block diagonal matrix with diagonal blocks B 1 , . . . , B k .
(B 1 | . . . | B k ) and (B 1 , . . . , B k ) denote a 1 × k block matrix with blocks B 1 , . . . , B k . W * denotes the Hermitian (complex conjugate) transpose of an m × n matrix W = (w ij ) m,n i,j=1 , which is its transpose if the matrix is real. For two sets I ⊆ {1, . . . , m} and J ⊆ {1, . . . , n} define the submatrices W I,: := (w i,j ) i∈I;j=1,...,n , W :,J := (w i,j ) i=1,...,m;j∈J , and W I,J := (w i,j ) i∈I;j∈J .
An m × n matrix W is unitary (also orthogonal when real) if W * W = I n or W W * = I m .
Compact SVD or just SVD of a matrix W is defined by the equations
where
, ρ = rank(W ), σ j (W ) denotes the jth largest singular value of W for j = 1, . . . , ρ; σ j (W ) = 0 for j > ρ.
||W || = ||W || 2 , ||W || F , and ||W || C denote spectral, Frobenius, and Chebyshev norms of a matrix W , respectively, such that (see [GL13, Section 2.3.2 and Corollary 2.3.2])
W S * W is the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse of an m × n matrix W . A matrix W has ǫ-rank at most r > 0 for a fixed tolerance ǫ > 0 if there is a matrix W ′ of rank r such that ||W ′ − W ||/||W || ≤ ǫ. We write nrank(W ) = r and say that a matrix W has numerical rank r if it has ǫ-rank r for a small ǫ. Suppose that W = GH for an m × q matrix G and a q × n matrix H.
The following examples show some limitations on the extension of the theorem. Proof. See [OZ18] or our alternative proof below. First prove claim (i). Let G = S G Σ G T * G and H = S H Σ H T * H be SVDs such that Σ G , T * G , S H , Σ H , and U = T * G S H are q × q matrices and S G , T * G , S H , T * H , and U are unitary matrices.
Now let V = S V Σ V T * V be SVD where S V , Σ V , and T * V are q × q matrices and where S V and T * V are unitary matrices.
Next prove claim (ii). First assume that q ≤ min{m, n} as in claim (i) and let W = S W Σ W T * W be SVD. In this case we have proven that Σ W = Σ V for V = Σ G U Σ H , q × q diagonal matrices Σ G and Σ H , and a q × q unitary matrix U . Consequently v 2,r (W ) = v 2,r (Σ V ).
In order to prove claim (ii) in the case where q ≤ min{m, n}, it remains to deduce that
Notice that Σ V = S * V V T V = S * V Σ G U Σ H T V for q × q unitary matrices S * V and H V . Let Σ r,V denote the r × r leading submatrix of Σ V , and so Σ r,V = G H where G := S * r,V Σ G U and H := Σ H T r,V and where S r,V and T r,V denote the r × q leftmost unitary submatrices of the matrices S V and T V , respectively.
Observe that σ j ( G) ≤ σ j (G) for all j because G is a submatrix of the q × q matrix S * V Σ G U , and similarly
Combine the latter relationships and obtain (17), which implies claim (ii) in the case where q ≤ min{m, n}.
Next we extend claim (ii) to the general case of any positive integer q. Apply claim (ii) to the m ′ × q matrix G ′ and q × n ′ matrix H ′ where q ≤ min{m ′ , n ′ }.
Obtain that v 2,r (G ′ H ′ ) ≤ v 2,r (G ′ )v 2,r (H ′ ). Substitute equations v 2,r (G ′ ) = v 2,r (G), v 2,r (H ′ ) = v 2,r (H), and v 2,r (G ′ H ′ ) = v 2,r (GH), which hold because the embedding keeps invariant the singular values and therefore keeps invariant the volumes of the matrices G, H, and GH. This completes the proof of claim (ii), which implies claim (iii) because v 2 (V ) = v 2,n (V ) if V stands for G, H, or GH and if m = n ≤ q.
Corollary 22. Suppose that BW = (BU |BV ) for a nonsingilar matrix B and that the submatrix U is h-maximal in the matrix W = (U |V ). Then the submatrix BU is h-maximal in the matrix BW .
B.2 From maximal volume to maximal r-projective volume
Recall that the CUR LRA error bound of Theorem 3 is strengthened when we shift to Theorem 4, that is, when we maximize r-projective volume for r < k = l rather than the volume. Next we reduce maximization of r-projective volume of a CUR generators to volume maximization.
Corollary 22 implies the following lemma. Input: Four integers k, l, n, and r such that 0 < r ≤ k and r ≤ l ≤ n, a k × n matrix W of rank r and a black box algorithm that computes a r × l submatrix of maximal volume in a r × n matrix of full rank r.
Output: A column set J such that the k × l submatrix W :,J has maximal r-projective volume in the matrix W . Remark 25. By transposing a horizontal input matrix W and interchanging the integers m with n and k with l we extend the algorithm to computing a k × l submatrix of maximal or nearly maximal r-projective volume in an m × l matrix of rank r.
